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A
s a longtime ASA member, I was

obviously pleased to see Perspec-

tives on Science and Christian Faith

(PSCF) devote a review essay in its

December 2010 issue to an assessment of

my recent book, Signature in the Cell:

DNA and the Evidence for Intelligent

Design (HarperOne 2009). I also wel-

comed the general approach of PSCF’s

designated reviewer Dennis Venema.

Unlike some critics, Venema at least

attempted to assess the issues raised in

Signature in the Cell by appealing to sci-

entific evidence rather than merely dis-

missing the idea of intelligent design

with pejorative labels (such as “scientific

creationism”) or a priori philosophical

judgments (such as “intelligent design is

not science”).1

Nevertheless, Venema argued that

the scientific evidence does not support

my argument for intelligent design, and

he offered several lines of evidence in

an attempt to refute it. And, of course,

I disagree with his arguments. In this

response, I will show why. I will demon-

strate that Venema did not refute the

argument of Signature in the Cell and that

he failed to do so for two main reasons:

(1) The balance of his review is spent

refuting an argument that Signature in the

Cell does not make and, thus, the evi-

dence he cites is irrelevant to the main

argument of the book; in short, Venema

“refutes” a straw man;

(2) The relevant scientific proposals that

Venema does cite as evidence against the

thesis of the book are deeply flawed. In

particular,

(a) The RNA-world hypothesis has not

solved the problem of the origin of life

or the origin of biological information.

(b) The “direct templating” model of

the origin of the genetic code fails to

explain both the origin of the code and

the origin of sequence-specific genetic

information.

Let us consider each of these problems

in turn.
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Venema’s Straw Man
After beginning with a reasonably accurate (though

incomplete) chapter-by-chapter summary of the argu-

ment of the book, Venema makes an abrupt discon-

nect with his own exposition and proceeds to critique

an argument wholly different from the one he has

just summarized. Whereas my book attempts to

establish intelligent design as the best explanation

for the information necessary to produce the first life,

Venema critiques the claim that natural selection and

random mutation cannot produce the information

necessary to produce new forms of life from preexist-

ing forms of life. While the book presents intelligent

design as an alternative to chemical evolutionary

theory, Venema critiques it as if it had presented

a critique of neo-Darwinism—i.e., biological evolu-

tionary theory.

To establish that Venema failed in the main to

address my argument, it might be helpful to summa-

rize the actual argument of Signature in the Cell for

those who have not yet read it.

From the Horse’s Mouth:
The Argument of
Signature in the Cell
Signature in the Cell addresses what I call the “DNA

Enigma,” the mystery of the information necessary to

produce the first life. The book begins by describing

this enigma and how it emerged from the revolution-

ary developments in molecular biology during the

1950s and 1960s. When Watson and Crick discovered

the structure of DNA in 1953, they also discovered

that DNA stores information in the form of a four-

character alphabetic code. Strings of precisely

sequenced chemicals called nucleotide bases store

and transmit the assembly instructions—the infor-

mation—for building the crucial protein molecules

and protein machines the cell needs to survive. Crick

later developed this idea with his famous “sequence

hypothesis,” according to which the nucleotide bases

in DNA function like letters in a written language

or symbols in a computer code. Just as letters in

an English sentence or digital characters in a com-

puter program may convey information depending

on their arrangement, so too do certain sequences of

chemical bases along the spine of the DNA molecule

convey precise instructions for building proteins.

Further, since life depends upon the presence of

genetic information, any theory of the origin of the

first life must provide an account of the origin of this

information. As origin-of-life researcher Bernd-Olaf

Küppers has explained, “The problem of the origin-

of-life is clearly basically equivalent to the problem

of the origin of biological information.”2

The book then draws an important distinction

between the mathematical theory of information

developed by Claude Shannon at MIT during the

late 1940s and what has been called “functional

information,”3 “specified information,” or “specified

complexity.”4 According to Shannon, the amount of

information conveyed in a series of symbols or char-

acters is inversely proportional to the probability of

a particular event, symbol, or character occurring.

Functional or specified information, by contrast, is

present in sequences in which the specific arrangement

of the symbols or characters is crucial to the ability of

the string to perform a function or convey meaning.

For example, consider two sequences of characters:

Four score and seven years ago

nenen ytawoi jll sn mekhdx nnx

Both of these sequences have an equal number of

characters. Since both are composed of the same

26-letter English alphabet, the probability of produc-

ing each of those two sequences at random is identi-

cal. Therefore, both sequences have an equal amount

of information as measured by Shannon’s theory.

Nevertheless, the first of these sequences performs

a communication function, whereas the second does

not.

When discussing information in a biological con-

text, we must distinguish sequences of characters

that are (a) merely improbable from (b) sequences

that are improbable and also specifically arranged so

as to perform a function. Following Francis Crick

himself, I show that DNA-base sequences do not just

possess “information” in the strictly mathematical

sense of Shannon’s theory. Instead, DNA contains

information in the richer and more ordinary sense of

“alternative sequences or arrangements of characters

that produce a specific effect.” DNA-base sequences

convey assembly instructions. They perform func-

tions in virtue of their specific arrangements. Thus,

they do not possess mere “Shannon information,”

but instead “specified” or “functional information.”

Indeed, like the precisely arranged zeros and ones
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in a computer program, the chemical bases in DNA

convey instructions in virtue of their “specificity.”

Having defined the kind of information that

needs to be explained in any theory of the origin of

the first life, the book then does two things.

First, it shows that historical scientists typically

use a method of multiple competing hypotheses.5

Contemporary philosophers of science such as Peter

Lipton have called this the method of “inference to

the best explanation.”6 That is, when trying to

explain the origin of an event, feature, or structure in

the remote past, scientists typically compare various

hypotheses to see which would, if true, best explain

it.7 They then provisionally affirm the hypothesis

that best explains the data as the one that is most

likely to be true. Yet that raises a question: what

makes an explanation best?

Historical scientists have developed criteria for

deciding which cause, among a group of competing

possible causes, provides the best explanation for

some event in the remote past. The most important

of these criteria is called “causal adequacy.” This cri-

terion requires that historical scientists identify

causes that are known to have the power to produce

the kind of effect, feature, or event that requires

explanation. In making these determinations, histor-

ical scientists evaluate hypotheses against their pres-

ent knowledge of cause and effect. Causes that are

known to produce the effect in question are judged

to be better candidates than those that do not. For

instance, a volcanic eruption provides a better expla-

nation for an ash layer in the earth than an earth-

quake because eruptions have been observed to

produce ash layers, whereas earthquakes have not.

One of the first scientists to develop this principle

was the geologist Charles Lyell who also influenced

Charles Darwin. Darwin read Lyell’s The Principles of

Geology while onboard the Beagle and employed its

principles of reasoning in The Origin of Species. The

subtitle of Lyell’s Principles summarized the geolo-

gist’s central methodological principle: Being an

Attempt to Explain the Former Changes of the Earth’s

Surface, by Reference to Causes Now in Operation

(emphasis in title added).8 Lyell argued that when

scientists seek to explain events in the past, they

should not invoke unknown or exotic causes, the

effects of which we do not know. Instead, they

should cite causes that are known from our uniform

experience to have the power to produce the effect

in question. Historical scientists should cite “causes

now in operation” or presently acting causes. This was

the idea behind his uniformitarian principle and the

dictum, “The present is the key to the past.” Accord-

ing to Lyell, our present experience of cause and

effect should guide our reasoning about the causes

of past events. Darwin himself adopted this method-

ological principle as he sought to demonstrate that

natural selection qualified as a vera causa, that is, a

true, known, or actual cause of significant biological

change.9 He sought to show that natural selection

was “causally adequate” to produce the effects he

was trying to explain.

Both philosophers of science and leading histori-

cal scientists have emphasized causal adequacy as

the key criterion by which competing hypotheses are

adjudicated. Philosophers of science, however, also

have noted that assessments of explanatory power

lead to conclusive inferences only when it can be

shown that there is only one known cause for the effect

or evidence in question.10 When scientists can infer

a uniquely plausible cause, they avoid the logical

fallacy of affirming the consequent (or ignoring

other possible causes with the power to produce the

same effect).11

Secondly, after establishing parameters for evalu-

ating competing explanations of the origin of the

information necessary to produce the first life, I con-

sciously employ the method of multiple competing

hypotheses to make a positive case for intelligent

design based upon the presence of functionally spec-

ified information in the cell. My book argues that

intelligent design provides the best—“most causally

adequate”—explanation of the origin of the func-

tional or specified information necessary to produce

life in the first place.

To do so, Signature in the Cell argues, first, that

no purely undirected physical or chemical process—

whether those based upon chance, law-like neces-

sity, or the combination of the two—has provided an

adequate causal explanation for the ultimate origin

of the functionally specified biological information.

In making that claim, I specifically stipulate that I am

talking about undirected physical or chemical pro-

cesses, not processes (such as random genetic muta-

tion and natural selection) that commence only once

life has begun. (Clearly, material processes that only
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commence once life has begun cannot be invoked to

explain the origin of the information necessary to

produce life in the first place). Nevertheless, I do

examine the leading naturalistic attempts to account

for the ultimate origin of biological information,

including chance-based theories, self-organizational

theories, theories of prebiotic natural selection,

including the RNA-world hypothesis and DNA-

first, protein-first, and metabolism-first theories.

As a result of this analysis, I show that attempts

to account for the origin of specified biological

information starting “from purely physical or chemical

antecedents” have repeatedly failed.

On the other hand, I further argue, based upon

our uniform and repeated experience, we do know

of a cause—a type of cause—that has demonstrated

the power to produce functionally specified informa-

tion from physical or chemical constituents. That

cause is intelligence, or mind, or conscious activity.

As information theorist Henry Quastler observed,

“The creation of information is habitually associated

with conscious activity.”12 Indeed, whenever we find

specified information—whether embedded in a radio

signal, carved in a stone monument, etched on a

magnetic disc, or produced by a genetic algorithm

or ribozyme engineering experiment—and we trace

it back to its source, invariably we come to a mind,

not merely a material process. And, as origin-of-life

research itself has helped to demonstrate, we know

of no other cause capable of producing functional

specified information starting, again, from a purely

physical or chemical state. Thus, the discovery of func-

tionally specified, digitally encoded information in

the DNA of even the simplest living cells provides

compelling positive evidence for the activity of a

prior designing intelligence at the point of the origin

of the first life.

Missing a Basic Distinction
To refute a best-explanation argument, Venema cor-

rectly understands that he must cite an alternative

explanation with equal or superior explanatory

power. That means he must show that some other

process or cause (other than intelligence) has demon-

strated the power to produce the effect in question.

Unfortunately, throughout most of his review,

Venema equivocates in his description of that effect

(i.e., what needs to be explained). He fails to distin-

guish between the ultimate origin of the biological

information necessary to produce the first life and the

addition of information necessary to produce new

forms of life (or new proteins) from preexisting

genetic information and living organisms. Instead,

he spends much of his review attempting to establish

that natural selection and random genetic mutations

can add new genetic information to preexisting

organisms, apparently unaware that he is defending

at length a claim that my book does not challenge.

Thus, Venema incorrectly insists that “Meyer’s main

argument” concerns “the inability of random muta-

tion and selection to add information to DNA” (p. 278,

emphasis mine).

I happen to think—but do not argue in Signature

in the Cell—that there are significant grounds for

doubting that mutation and selection can add enough

new information to account for various macro-

evolutionary innovations. Nevertheless, the book

that Venema was reviewing, Signature in the Cell,

does not address the issue of biological evolution,

nor does it challenge whether mutation and selection

can add new information to DNA. That is simply

not what the book is about. Instead, it argues that

no undirected chemical process has demonstrated

the capacity to produce the information necessary

to generate life in the first place. The book addresses

the subject of chemical evolution and the origin of

life, not biological evolution and its subsequent

diversification. To imply otherwise, as Venema does,

is simply to critique a straw man.

To those unfamiliar with the particular problems

faced by origin-of-life research, the distinction be-

tween prebiotic and postbiotic information genera-

tion might seem like hairsplitting. After all, it might

be argued that if natural selection can generate new

information in living organisms, why can it also not

do so in a prebiotic environment? Yet the distinction

between a biotic and prebiotic context is crucially

important. The process of natural selection classi-

cally understood presupposes the differential repro-

duction of living organisms and thus a preexisting

mechanism of self-replication. Yet, self-replication

in all extant cells depends upon functional (and

therefore, sequence-specific, information-rich) pro-

teins and nucleic acids. Yet the origin of such infor-

mation-rich molecules is precisely what origin-

of-life research needs to explain. For this reason,

Theodosius Dobzhansky insisted, “Pre-biological

natural selection is a contradiction in terms.”13 Or as
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Christian de Duve has explained, theories of pre-

biotic natural selection fail because they “need infor-

mation which implies they have to presuppose what

is to be explained in the first place.”14

Of course, some origin-of-life researchers, in par-

ticular those advocating the RNA-world hypothesis,

have attempted to extend the concept of natural

selection and differential reproduction to nonliving

molecules. In particular, some researchers have pro-

posed that self-replicating RNA molecules might

establish something akin to natural selection in

a prebiotic context. Nevertheless, I critique this pro-

posal at length in my book (see summary below).

Yet Venema neither acknowledges nor refutes that

critique. Instead, he conflates the problems of gener-

ating information via biological and prebiological

natural selection, and in so doing, fails to grapple

with the critical difficulties in origin-of-life research

that partly underscore the cogency of my argument.

In addition to “refuting” claims I do not make,

Venema devotes an entire section of his review to

criticizing the book for failing to discuss common

ancestry.15 Nevertheless, the theory of universal

common descent is part of the theory of biological

evolution—both classical Darwinism and the neo-

Darwinian synthesis. Since Signature in the Cell does

not challenge either of these two theories, there was

no reason for it to address the evidence for (or

against) universal common descent. Needless to say,

common ancestry does not become an issue until life

has arisen. And again, my book is about the origin

of life, not its subsequent development.16

Relevant (but inadequate)
Critiques: Metabolism First and
the RNA World
After spending most of his critique of Signature in the

Cell defending a mechanism of biological evolution,

Venema does at last return to evaluating the claims

of the book itself, however briefly. When he does,

he grudgingly acknowledges that “Meyer is correct

that no complete mechanism for abiogenesis has yet

been put forward” (p. 280). Nevertheless, he then

faults the book for

focus[ing] disproportionately on outdated, dis-

carded origin-of-life hypotheses, giv[ing] current

science on the issue short shrift … for example,

the major model favored by many scientists is the

“RNA world” hypothesis, yet Meyer spends little

time on it. Other current models, such as “metabo-

lism first” hypotheses, receive no attention at all.

This seriously compromises Meyer’s argument,

since his conclusion of design depends on his

assertion that he has performed a “thorough

search” to exclude all natural alternatives to intelli-

gent intervention at the origin of life … Of this

section [critiquing naturalistic models], the only

current origin-of-life model (the RNA world) mer-

its a slim chapter of twenty-eight pages. (p. 280)

It is important when encountering such critique to

keep an eye on the ball. Discerning readers will notice

that Venema did not offer what would have been

necessary to refute the thesis of the book, namely,

a causally adequate alternative explanation for the

origin of the information necessary to produce the

first life. Instead, he effectively concedes the main

argument of the book by acknowledging that “no

such mechanism … has been put forward” (p. 280).

He does not argue, for example, that either the

RNA-world hypothesis or the metabolism-first model

explains either the origin of life or the origin of the

information necessary to produce it. Instead, his cri-

tique merely distracts attention from the central issue

of the ultimate origin of biological information by

quibbling about the length of my chapters, my “lack

of depth in modern origin-of-life research” (p. 280),

and my “rookie errors” (p. 281)!17

What of his specific criticisms? Does Signature in

the Cell fail to make a thorough search for alternative

naturalistic explanations for the origin of biological

information? Does it give the RNA-world hypothesis

“short shrift”?

I am sorry to say that in each case it is Venema’s

scholarship that is lacking. He claims that my book

does not address the metabolism-first hypothesis.

This is false. Signature in the Cell provides a detailed

critique of the most extensively developed meta-

bolism-first proposal, Stuart Kauffman’s theory

described in his 700-page book The Origins of Order.18

Moreover, the article that Venema commends to my

attention, by the late Leslie Orgel, hardly solves the

problem of the origin of life or information, as Orgel

explained in the article that Venema cites. As Orgel

notes,

The suggestion that relatively pure, complex

organic molecules might be made available in large
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amounts via a self-organizing, autocatalytic cycle

might, in principle, help to explain the origin of

the component monomers. [Yet] I have empha-

sized the implausibility of the suggestion that com-

plicated cycles could self-organize.19

In his more recent 2008 paper titled “The Implausibil-

ity of Metabolic Cycles on the Prebiotic Earth,” Orgel

is even more adamant:

Almost all proposals of hypothetical metabolic

cycles have recognized that each of the steps

involved must occur rapidly enough for the cycle

to be useful in the time available for its operation.

It is always assumed that this condition is met,

but in no case have persuasive supporting argu-

ments been presented. Why should one believe

that an ensemble of minerals that are capable of

catalyzing each of the many steps of the reverse

citric acid cycle was present anywhere on the prim-

itive Earth or that the cycle mysteriously organized

itself topographically on a metal sulfide surface?

The lack of a supporting background in chemistry

is even more evident in proposals that metabolic

cycles can evolve to “life-like” complexity. The

most serious challenge to proponents of metabolic

[first] cycle theories—the problems presented by the

lack of specificity of most nonenzymatic catalysts—has,

in general, not been appreciated. If it has, it has been

ignored. Theories of the origin of life based on

metabolic cycles cannot be justified by the inade-

quacy of competing theories: they must stand on

their own.20

Venema’s citation of Orgel as a representative of the

metabolism-first theory gives the misleading impres-

sion that Orgel advocated this theory and that,

therefore, Signature in the Cell should have addressed

it as a significant alternative explanation. Yet, not

only does Signature in the Cell address, arguably, the

most well-developed metabolism-first theory (i.e.,

Kauffman’s), it also critiques the same fundamental

flaw in metabolism-first theories that Orgel himself

highlights, namely, that metabolism-first theories

do not account for the information-rich enzymatic

complexity necessary to establish autocatalytic meta-

bolic cycles. Orgel does not just criticize these theories.

His criticisms are similar to those found in Signature

in the Cell. Why then cite Orgel against the book,

as Venema does?

Venema also claims my book disproportionately

focuses on outdated origin-of-life theories. Yet he

fails to inform his readers that the book quite inten-

tionally performed a chronological investigation of

the major attempts that have been made to solve

the problem of the origin of biological information

from the 1950s until the present. Moreover, I trace

the development of these ideas (a) precisely to in-

sure that the book makes a thorough search of alter-

native naturalistic explanations and (b) to establish

for readers the depth and severity of the problem

facing naturalistic attempts to explain the origin of

biological information.

Meanwhile, Venema’s critique of my discussion

of the RNA-world hypothesis is facile. His sole criti-

cism of my discussion is that it encompasses “only”

twenty-eight printed pages. Yet, scientific ideas are

not judged by the number of words or pages

required to explain (or critique) them, nor does

a 10,000-word chapter including references consti-

tute a “slim” or cursory treatment, especially since it

takes far fewer words to explain the main reasons

the theory fails (see below). In any case, to show that

the RNA world refutes the thesis of Signature in the

Cell, Venema needed to establish (or, at least, assert

authoritatively) that the RNA world has solved the

problem of the origin of life or the origin of biological

information. To do that, he would need to rebut the

arguments made in my chapter, and this he does not

do. Nor can he do so. Instead, it is the RNA-world

hypothesis that gives short shrift to the real prob-

lems facing naturalistic accounts of abiogenesis.

Problems with the
RNA-World Hypothesis
As readers will recall, the RNA world was proposed

as an explanation for the origin of the interdepen-

dence of nucleic acids and proteins in the cell’s infor-

mation-processing system. In extant cells, building

proteins requires genetic information from DNA, but

information in DNA cannot be processed without

many specific proteins and protein complexes. This

poses a chicken-or-egg problem. The discovery that

RNA (a nucleic acid) possesses some limited catalytic

properties similar to those of proteins suggested

a potential way to solve that problem. “RNA-first”

advocates proposed an early state in which RNA

performed both the enzymatic functions of modern

proteins and the information-storage function of

modern DNA, thus allegedly making the inter-

dependence of DNA and proteins unnecessary in the
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earliest living system.21 Yet as I show in Signature in

the Cell, there are a number of compelling reasons

to doubt this hypothesis, none of which Venema

addresses or refutes.

First, synthesizing (and/or maintaining) many

essential building blocks of RNA molecules under

realistic conditions without unrealistic levels of

intelligent manipulation from investigators has

proven to be extremely difficult.22

Second, ribozymes acting on their own, without

the help of proteins, are known to perform only a

tiny set of simple reactions. They do not perform

anything like the range of functions that proteins

do, and there are physical reasons for this. Proteins

use a combination of hydrophilic and hydrophobic

building blocks to make large, well-formed molecu-

lar structures with a wide variety of stable shapes.

RNAs, which are limited to four hydrophilic bases,

cannot do this. Thus, for example, true protein

enzymes are capable of coupling energetically favor-

able and energetically unfavorable reactions to-

gether. Ribozymes are not.

Third, RNA-world advocates offer no plausible

explanation for how primitive RNA replicators

might have evolved into modern cells that rely

heavily on proteins to process and translate genetic

information and regulate metabolism.23

Fourth, attempts to enhance the limited catalytic

properties of RNA molecules in so-called ribozyme

engineering experiments have inevitably required

extensive investigator manipulation, thus demon-

strating, if anything, the need for intelligent design,

not the efficacy of an undirected chemical evolution-

ary process.

Most importantly for our present considerations,

the RNA-world hypothesis presupposes, but does

not explain, the origin of sequence specificity or

information in the original (hypothetical) self-repli-

cating RNA molecules.24 To date, scientists have

been able to design RNA catalysts that will copy

only about 10% of themselves.25 For strands of RNA

to perform even this limited replicase (self-replica-

tion) function, however, they must, like proteins,

have very specific arrangements of constituent

building blocks (nucleotides, in the RNA case).

Further, the strands must be long enough to fold

into complex three-dimensional shapes (to form so-

called tertiary structures). Thus, any RNA molecule

capable of even limited function must have pos-

sessed considerable (specified) information content.

Yet, explaining how the building blocks of RNA

arranged themselves into functionally specified

sequences has proven no easier than explaining how

the constituent parts of DNA might have done so,

especially given the high probability of destructive

cross-reactions between desirable and undesirable

molecules in any realistic prebiotic soup. As de Duve

has noted in a critique of the RNA-world hypothesis,

“Hitching the components together in the right man-

ner raises additional problems of such magnitude

that no one has yet attempted to [solve them] in a

prebiotic context.”26

Unless Venema can show that this problem has

been solved in a prebiotic context, he has no grounds

for dismissing my chapter as “too short.” My chapter

was more than long enough to expose this and sev-

eral other major (and widely acknowledged) defi-

ciencies in the RNA-world model.

Direct Template Models of the
Origin of the Genetic Code
Venema offers one additional critique of Signature in

the Cell that seems, at least, to have tangential rele-

vance to the main argument of the book. Venema

claims that Signature in the Cell was remiss in not

discussing some recent “direct templating models”

of the origin of the genetic code. He cites a paper

published (as it happens, after the publication of

Signature in the Cell)27 by Michael Yarus and col-

leagues at the University of Colorado. The paper pur-

ports to show that the origin of the genetic code can

be explained as the result of stereochemical affinities

between RNA triplets and the corresponding (cog-

nate) amino acids with which they are associated

in the genetic code.28

Yarus and his co-researchers looked for RNA

strands that bound certain amino acids preferen-

tially, from a class of RNA molecules now dubbed

“aptamers.” Further, Yarus himself has asserted that

his work undermines a key claim of the theory of

intelligent design, because he thinks that it shows

that specified complexity can arise by purely natural

processes.29 Moreover, Yarus et al. have assembled

a significant body of novel experimental data, which

they argue support their hypothesis.30
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Yarus’s work does address an important aspect

of the origin-of-life problem. Nevertheless, even if

its narrower empirical claims about the existence of

a stereochemical basis for the genetic code are cor-

rect (and there are strong reasons to doubt this, see

below), it does not follow that Yarus’s work refutes

the argument of Signature in the Cell. My book argues

that organisms were intelligently designed, mainly

because of the presence, in their DNA and RNA,

of what might be called genetic text (i.e., genes)—

sequences of specifically arranged nucleotide bases

that provide instructions for building proteins.

Signature in the Cell addresses what in origin-of-life

research is known as the sequencing problem, and

presents intelligent design as the solution to it.

Yarus’s experimental work does not solve the

sequencing problem, although he seems to think

(incorrectly) that his work may solve it indirectly.

Yarus et al. want to demonstrate that particular RNA

triplets show chemical affinities to particular amino

acids (their cognates in the present-day code). They

do this by showing that in some RNA strands, indi-

vidual triplets and their cognate amino acids bind

preferentially to each other. Further, since they think

that stereochemical affinities originally caused pro-

tein synthesis to occur by direct templating, they

seem to think that solving the problem of the origin

of the code would also simultaneously solve the

problem of sequencing.

But this does not follow. Even if we assume that

Yarus and his colleagues have succeeded in estab-

lishing a stereochemical basis for the associations

between RNA triplets and amino acids in the pres-

ent-day code (a dubious proposition, see below31),

Yarus would not have solved the problem of

sequencing. Why? Yarus did not find RNA strands

with a properly sequenced series of triplets, each form-

ing an association with a code-relevant amino acid.

Instead, he and his fellow researchers analyzed RNA

strands enriched in specific code-relevant triplets.

They claim to have found that these strands show

a chemical affinity to bind individual code-relevant

cognate amino acids. But to synthesize proteins by

direct templating (even assuming the existence of all

necessary affinities), the RNA template must have

many properly sequenced triplets, just as we find in

actual messenger RNA transcripts.

To produce such transcripts, however, would re-

quire excising the functional (information-carrying)

triplets, with code-relevant affinities, from the other-

wise nonfunctional, noncode-relevant sections of

RNA present in the “aptamers” in which Yarus

claims to have found code-relevant affinities. Fur-

ther, once excised, these functional code-relevant

triplets would have to be concatenated and ar-

ranged, to construct something akin to a gene that

could directly template functional proteins (see

fig. 1). Yet Yarus et al. do not explain how any of this,

least of all the specific arrangement of the triplets,

would occur. Thus they fail to solve, or even address,

the sequencing problem.

Instead, Yarus attempts to explain the origin of

the genetic code—or more precisely, one aspect of

the translation system, the origin of the associations

between certain RNA triplets and their cognate

amino acids—without explaining the origin of the

sequence-specific genetic text. Thus, even if Yarus

and his colleagues had succeeded in explaining the

origin of these associations (which they do not, see

below), and even if these associations constituted

a fully functional code (itself a questionable proposi-

tion, see below), their work would leave unad-

dressed the crucial sequencing problem and the

main information argument for intelligent design

presented in Signature in the Cell.32
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Figure 1. The sequencing problem. RNA nucleotides which bind

amino acids (e.g., as represented by the green circle or purple

triangle) occur in aptamers with nonbinding bases. Thus, to spec-

ify protein sequences, which require many different amino acids,

code-relevant (i.e., amino acid-binding) nucleotides must be re-

moved from their native aptamers and reassembled into new,

much longer aptamers with correct orientations and molecular

distances, to achieve functional sequences of binding sites.



Since Yarus’s model does not solve, nor in reality

address, the central information problem discussed

in Signature in the Cell, the book did not address it.

Nevertheless, I have, with Paul Nelson, performed a

thorough critique of Yarus’s work in a recent techni-

cal article. In addition to showing that Yarus does

not (really) attempt to solve the sequencing problem,

we also show that

• Yarus’s methods of selecting amino-acid-binding

RNA sequences ignored aptamers that did not

contain the sought-after codons or anti-codons,

biasing their statistical model in favor of the

desired results;

• The reported results exhibited a 79% failure rate,

casting doubt on the legitimacy of the “correct”

results;

• Yarus et al. simply assumed a naturalistic chemical

origin for various complex biochemicals, even

though there is no evidence at present for such

abiotic pathways;

• Recognizing the possibility that the RNA aptamers

will introduce steric hindrance to peptide bond

formation, Yarus et al. carefully engineer their

aptamers. In short, they inadvertently and ironi-

cally simulate the need for intelligent design to

make their proposal plausible.

In summary, our article shows that Yarus neither

establishes a stereochemical basis for the genetic

code nor explains the origin of the sequence-specific

“genetic text” found in DNA and RNA.

Conclusion
I appreciate the opportunity to address the issues

raised in Dennis Venema’s review. Yet, clearly,

Venema did not refute the argument of Signature in

the Cell. The origin-of-life scenarios that Venema cites

as alternatives to intelligent design lack biochemical

plausibility and do not account for the ultimate

origin of biological information. Moreover, Venema

failed to recognize the importance of an elementary

distinction between chemical and biological evolu-

tion in his assessment of my thesis. In this regard,

his review followed a curious, but all-too-familiar

pattern. Since he is unable to point to any chemical

evolutionary mechanism that can account for the ulti-

mate origin of information, Venema—like other crit-

ics of Signature in the Cell such as Darrel Falk and

Francisco Ayala—attempts to demonstrate with vari-

ous examples that the neo-Darwinian mechanism can

generate (at least) some new information—albeit in

each case starting from a preexisting organism. And so,

he spends the balance of his review rebutting a book

on biological evolution that I did not write.

Even so, readers should beware of his confident

assertions about the alleged creative power of natu-

ral selection and random mutation as a mechanism

of biological evolution. He claims (following Falk

and various ASA bloggers), for example, that the

immune system demonstrates the power of the

neo-Darwinian mechanism to produce novel genetic

information. Yet recently, immunologist Donald

Ewert has shown that (a) the immune system pro-

duces only a limited amount of new biological infor-

mation (and clearly not enough information, or the

right kind of information, to accomplish major evo-

lutionary transformations) and (b) that the immune

system in no way models the random and undirected

neo-Darwinian process of mutation and selection.

Instead, it is preprogrammed to allow only certain

types of mutations within certain portions of certain

genes, and it uses a carefully controlled and regu-

lated goal directed process of selection.33 In a similar

vein, protein engineer Doug Axe has decisively

rebutted Arthur Hunt’s critique of Axe’s work,34

which Venema recycled uncritically in his review

of my book.

In any case, Venema’s review of Signature in the

Cell is compromised by his misrepresentation of the

thesis of the book, by his citation of sources that

do not support his critique, and by a superficial

discussion of alternative theories of the origin of

life. Though I appreciate his intended evidential

approach, the execution of his analysis leaves

much to be desired. Accordingly, I encourage PSCF

readers to consider the merits of Signature in the Cell

for themselves. �
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